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ABSTRACT

Patnaik R 2008. Importance of palaeobiology in Natural History Museums and modern methods of exhibiting
fossils. The Palaeobotanist 57(1-2) : 311-316.

Natural History Museums exhibit remains of both present and past organisms and natural objects so that we can
understand their origins, evolution and interrelationships. All over the world, palaeobiology has become an integral part
of Natural History Museums. Therefore, in order to understand the present day biodiversity we need to appreciate the
biota of the past. All over the world people throng the museums to see dinosaur fossils. Fossils of extinct apes and humans
are regarded as equally exciting. The present paper discusses the various modern ways in which we can make the best use
of the available display area in a Natural History Museum, so as to create more interest among the general public and to
attract scientific research.  Like any other display, fossil exhibits have to be theme based and should attract the attention
of a wide range of viewers.  Displayed fossils should be thoroughly cleaned and glued wherever needed. At least at one place
in the museum, one should recreate the sedimentary sequence and show where and how fossils occur in the field, before
they are excavated. Reconstructions of  two-dimensional and three-dimensional palaeohabitat of important fauna and
flora is essential to  help the general public to visualize the past environmental conditions. A gallery should have moveable
display boxes and adjustable lighting system. An interactive computer with a  floor plan is of immense help to the visitors.
A children corner, with toys, zig-zag puzzles, and video films of various fossil plants and animals creates a lot of curiosity
among the kids. A Natural History Museum has to be dynamic, its collections and exhibits have to be upgraded and updated
regularly. The fossil collections are priceless as they are non-renewable. We should have a systematic pest management
scheme to save fossils, murals and models from getting destroyed.
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izkd`frd bfrgkl laxzgky;ksa esa iqjkthofoKku dh egRrk rFkk thok'eksa dh izLrqfr dh vk/kqfud fof/k;k¡

jktho iVuk;d

lkjka'k

izkd`frd bfrgkl laxzgky; orZeku ,oa izkphu nksuksa thoksa ds vo'ks"k rFkk izkd``frd oLrqvksa dks iznf'kZr djrs gSa ftuls ge muds mn~xe] fodkl vkSj
ijLijlaca/krk dks le> ldrs gSaA iqjkthofoKku lewps fo'o esa izkd`frd bfrgkl laxzgky;ksa dk ,d lexz Hkkx cu pqdk gSA vr% orZeku tSofofo/krk  dks
le>us ds Øe esa gesa izkphu thotkr dks ij[kus dh t#jr gSA lewps fo'o esa Mk;ukslkWj thok'eksa dks ns[kus ds fy, laxzgky;ksa esa yksxksa dh HkhM+ jgrh gSA
foyqIr dfi;ksa ,oa ekuoksa ds thok'e mrus gh /;ku ls ns[ks tkrs gSa ftrus mn~osfyr djrs gSaA orZeku 'kks/k&i= fofHkUu vk/kqfud rjhdksa ij fopkj djrk gS
ftuesa fd ge izkd`frd bfrgkl laxzgky; esa miYkC/k iznf'kZr {ks= dk loksZRre mi;ksx dj ldrs gSa] rkfd vke tu esa vf/kd #fp tkx`r vkSj oSKkfud 'kks/k
vkd"kZd gksaA vU; izn'kksZa dh Hkk¡fr] thok'e izn'kZ izfrikn~; fo"k; vk/kkfjr gh gksus pkfg, rFkk n'kZdksa dh fo'kky iafDr dk /;ku vkdf"kZr gksuk pkfg,A iznf'kZr
thok'eksa dks vPNh rjg ls lkQ djuk pkfg, rFkk tgk¡ t#jr gks fpidk nsus pkfg,A laxzgky; esa de&ls&de ,d LFkku ij] mUgsa mR[kfur djus ls igys]
dksbZ volknh vuqØe iqufuZfer djs rFkk n'kkZ, fd {ks= esa thok'e dgk¡ vkSj dSls izkIr gksrs gSaA izkphu tyok;oh ¼okrkoj.kh;½ fLFkfr;k¡ n`';eku djus dks
egRoiw.kZ izkf.ktkr vkSj isM+&ikS/kksa dh n~fo&vk;keh; ,oa f=&vk;keh; iqjkvkokl dh iqjulZajpuk,a vke turk dh enn ds fy, t#jh gS aA nh?kkZ esa py ltkoV
fMCcs rFkk lek;ksT; fon~;qr O;oLFkk gksuh pkfg,A lHkk&d{k O;oLFkk lfgr ,d ijLij&fØ;k laca/kh daI;wVj n'kZdksa dh vlhe lgk;rk ds fy, gksA f[kYkkSuksa]
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INTRODUCTION

NATURAL  History Museums are the institutions where
remains of both modern and extinct organisms are

preserved, displayed and studied. Palaeobiology is a very
important aspect of natural history. Inclusion of fossils in
Natural History Museums allows visitors to relate the modern
world and the extinct world. It also enables the visitor to
comprehend how plants and animals have evolved through
time, and how ever changing environments have effected both
ancient and modern biodiversity. Fossils usually create a lot
of interest among the visitors and take them on a time travel,
showing strange ancient worlds of extinct organisms. Origin
of life, evolution of early land animals and plants, catastrophic
events such as extinction of dinosaurs at the Cretaceous-
Tertiary boundary and human evolution are the topics people
are most fascinated with. Although the public does get
fascinated with fossil findings but museum visitors do not
always understand them. In the present communication, an
attempt has been made to suggest various modern methods
to exhibit fossils and to disseminate knowledge about them
by providing additional information, so that fossils are not
seen as only objects of amusement.

A museum exhibiting fossils should generate interest
amongst the visitors of all ages. Children learn by doing/
creating and enjoy hands-on experience. Piscitelli and
Anderson (2001) have found that children’s positive
perspectives of museums is connected to exhibits with which
they could link with their pre-existing knowledge and
understandings.  Grownup visitors with some knowledge in
palaeontology are interested in fundamental aspects of  fossil
finds. In general, most of the visitors do to not have the
patience to read through text pamphlets. Illustrations are
therefore, the best guide.

METHODS  OF  EXHIBITING  FOSSILS

Visitors come primarily to the museum to see real, natural
specimens, not artificial replicas. Unlike the case of libraries
and archives, where on most occasions a digital replica will
serve the same purpose as the original manuscript, in natural
history exhibitions no digital replica, or the like, can substitute
for a properly prepared real specimen (Valdecasas et al., 2006;
Linnie, 2000). The original specimen should be complete as

much as possible. It should be clean and well illuminated when
displayed. The display stage of the cabinet should be placed
at the right height from the ground and at the right angle, so
that the specimen could be viewed comfortably by most of the
visitors. As far as possible, covering the surface of the
specimen with glue or color should be avoided.

Murals/Panels
Two dimensional murals/panels are essential in order to

display additional information about fossils.  For example these
are used:
• To provide fossil locality on the maps. Geographical and

stratigraphical (approximate age in million or thousand
of years) locations offer a visitor with first hand
information about where the fossil comes from and what
is its approximate age (Fig. 1A, B).

• To provide a brief history of the discovery of the fossil
on display.

• To show interrelationships, affinities and origin of ancient
animals and plants. It is important particularly for those
visitors who have some background of the fossil studies
to place the specimen in the animal/plant kingdom (Fig.
1B).

• To recreate its taphonomy, i.e. what happens to an
organism after its death and until its discovery as a
fossil?.

• To display palaeoecological and palaeoenvironmental
conditions in which the organism lived (Fig. 2).

• To provide illustrations to show how it was discovered,
excavated, reconstructed and displayed.

Conventional methods  of preparing murals
• Oil Paintings
• Water Color Paintings
Advantages of conventional methods are that these

murals can be of any size and  usually they are known to last
very long. Disadvantages are that they require professional
artists to work with a palaeontologist. Also preparation of
these murals usually takes a lot of time. One of the main
limitations of these murals and panels are that they are not
easy to manipulate because redrawing/repainting is a very
complicated task. Additionally, the large size oil paintings can
be very expensive.

Fig. 1—Rajasaurus narmadaensis locality map (A); age and phylogenetic relationship (B) (modified from news.nationalgeographic.com/news/
2003/08/photogalleries/rajasaur/).

Vs<+h&es<+h igsfy;ksa vkSj fofHkUu thok'e isM+&ikS/kksa vkSj tarqvksa dh ohfM;ks fQYeksa lfgr cPpksa dk dksuk] cPpksa esa cgqr ftKklk txk nsrk gSA izkd`frd bfrgkl
laxzgky; izsj.kknk;h gh gksuk pkfg,] blds laxzg.k rFkk izn'kZ fu;fer #i ls dksfV&mUur ,oa vn~;ru gksrs jgus pkfg,A thok'e laxzg .k vueksy gSa D;ksa fd
;s xSj&uohdj.kh; gSaA gesa thok'eksa] fHkfRr&lTTkkvksa vkSj ekWMyksa dks u"V gksus ls cpkus ds fy, fu;fer fouk'kd izca/ku ;kstuk cukuh pkfg,A

laDsÿr&'kCn—iqjkthofoKku] laxzgky;] izn'kZ] fHkfRr&lTTkk] ekWMyA
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Wooded Grasslands Swamps and Ponds Sandy Plains

Fig. 2-Palaeoecological condition of Central Narmada Valley during the Middle Pleistocene time (modified after Patnaik, 1995 Fig.))).

Modem method of Computer Graphics
Main advantage of this method is that it can be prepared

by an individual who has some interest in drawings and is well
versed jll computer softwares such as Adobe Photoshop and
Corel Draw. Computer Graphics can be manipulated very easily
and are less time consuming. Computer graphic panels can be
printed on different media such as Uncoated, Coated, Glossy
and Transparent media, These are usually not very expensive
as compared to those prepared by conventional methods, The
main disadv~ntages are that large high resolution printers are
not available in small cities. The ink on the media could fade
with time. Sometimes in order to construct large murals, several
pieces have to be joined together.

Three Dimensional Models
These can be prepared directly or by using molding and

casting technique. ~

The commonly used materials include:
Clay, Plaster of Paris, Bronze/Steel, M-Seal (Epoxy

compound) and Fiber Glass.

Direct Method
The author used the commonly available M-Seal to

reconstruct a model of Rajasaurus narmadaensis, the
carnivorous dinosaur recently discovered from Cretaceous
deposits, Near Rahioli (see Fig. i), Gujarat. First an armature
was prepared using thermocol, iron wire and nail. The nail was
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Fig. 3-Rajasaurus narmadaensis model (A); Plaster of Paris mold being filled with fibreglass (B); Fibreglass cast coated with iron oxide (C);
Acrylic painted and displayed model (D).

put into a wooden block to form the base of the dinosaur. A
layer of the common epoxy M-Seal was coated on the armature
to give a preliminary shape to the model. Subsequently, more
layers of M-Seal were used to develop the finer details of the
skull, teeth, skin, feet, tail and nails. Finally acrylic paint was
used to color the model (Fig. 3A).

Molding and Casting Technique
This method is preferred over direct method because it

allows a lot of room for manipulation at the first level of the
development of the model. Here an example is provided where
the author was actively involved in the preparation of a model
showing internal organs of a dinosaur displayed at the
Government Museum of Natural History, Chandigarh. First a
model with all the intricate details was prepared using clay,
then it was coated with Plaster of Paris (POP). The soft clay
was removed to make the mold. Into this mold fibreglass sheets
were placed and then epoxy resin was poured (Fig. 3B). After
24 hours, the POP was dismantled to remove the fibreglass
cast. This cast (Fig. 3C) was coated with red iron oX'ide paint.

Finally the model was painted using acrylic paint and displayed
(Fig. 3D).

rnG~TIONOFMU~UMCOLLECTION

By digitizing the catalogue of the museum and including
photos of all the specimens of the museum, one can preserve
and document important database. Digital photography has
made this process very cheap, easy and less time consuming.
Museums and galleries have now adopted the Web as a mode
of communication (Cunliffe et aI., 2002; Dawson & McKenna,
1998). Virtual visits to museums have become more popular
than physical visits (Haapalainen. 1999; Sphaera, 1999). An
Interactive computer (automation) with the floor plan is very
useful these days to provide the setup of the museum. Also
additional inforn1ation can be supplied as it is easier to navigate
with hypertext links. Using mice are becoming unpractical in
public settings, therefore "touch screens" are the best
alternative.
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CONSERVATION  OF  SPECIMENS,  MURALS  AND
MODELS

Fossils are invaluable and are the heritage of a country.
We have to preserve them for the future generations. It is
always better if fossil specimens and fibreglass models are
displayed in glass cabinets. Plastic-laminated two dimensional
murals last for a long time. It is advisable to install Air
Conditioners to maintain air moisture inside a Museum.
Monitoring optimum moisture can keep away pests and
prevent damage of fossils, murals and models. In Natural
History Museums the main material damages are due to pest
attacks (Bell & Stanley, 1980; Linnie, 1987; 1994). Damage can
range from minor and isolated incidents to the destruction of
entire collections. Chemical treatments for the prevention,
control and eradication of pests have been the most
conventional practice (Linnie, 1996). Disadvantages of these
methods, as summarised by Linnie (1996), are: “Possible long-
term damage to specimens (discolouration, colour fading,
molecular and structural changes) and to associated materials
(softening of adhesives, metal corrosion, structural weakening,
brittleness); Possible health hazards (respiratory damage,
dermatological impact, throat and eye irritant, potential toxic
and carcinogenic effect); Effectiveness (possible short
residual life, effects on certain pest species and development
stages not fully investigated, some chemicals effective as
deterrents only); Labor intensive (require regular application,
time consuming); and Cost and legal implications (high cost
of fumigation and treatments, relative labour costs, trend
towards reduced threshold limits, potential litigation for unsafe
practices)”. Therefore an ‘Integrated Pest Management’ (IPM)
strategy has been proposed by Linnie (1996) to avert/minimise
the risk of pest attack.

CONCLUSIONS

Palaeobiology has become an essential element of  most
of the Natural History Museums world over, mainly because it
provides a window to the past life in general and those of
dinosaurs and humans in particular, environment and
catastrophic events like the Cretaceous-Tertairy Extinction.
Palaeobiological exhibits should be idea-based and to make
them more informative we should use two-dimensional murals
and three dimensional models. Fossil collections in Natural
History Museum have to be vibrant and restructured regularly.
Digitization of the catalogue, photos of the fossils and putting
them on the web will not only help preserving the data-base,

but also generate awareness among virtual visitors. We should
follow a strict pest management procedure to save the
collection and associated display items from getting destroyed.
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